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Knoll Outdoor Collection Debuts at
2012 ICFF
Daniel Stromborg Table Collection to Debut at ICFF
Knoll, Inc. will introduce the Knoll Outdoor Collection, including modernist outdoor classics and bold
contemporary designs, at the International Contemporary Furniture Fair® (ICFF), May 19 — 22, held in New York
City. ICFF is North America's premier showcase for contemporary design.

"Knoll defines outdoor living with pieces that inspire and endure. Distinctive furniture by Richard Schultz, Harry
Bertoia, Don Chadwick, Daniel Stromborg and Maya Lin feature a range of material and price options for dining,
entertaining and relaxing at home," said Mark Skerik, KnollStudio Senior Marketing Director.

"And we are delighted to present Richard Schultz and KnollStudio products together again at North American's
premier trade show for contemporary residential design," he continued.

Knoll acquired Richard Schultz Design in March of 2012.

The Knoll ICFF display will showcase the iconic 1966 Collection and 1960 Petal Table Collection, originally
designed for Knoll by Richard Schultz. The 1966 Collection, manufactured to withstand the outdoors, and The
Petal Collection, designed to complement the iconic Bertoia Diamond chair, are now part of the KnollStudio
Collection.

In addition, the new Daniel Stromborg Table Collection will debut ICFF. The forward-thinking Stromborg Table
Collection offers a pared down, understated expression of traditional form, robust enough for outdoor use. It
features powder coated steel legs, connected by extruded aluminum stretchers that serve as support for the
floating tops.

The 2012 International Contemporary Furniture Fair will be held at the Jacob K. Javits Convention Center, located
at 655 West 34th Street (at 11th Avenue at 38th Street) in New York City from May 19 — 22, 2012.

About Knoll
Knoll is the recipient of the 2011 National Design Award for Corporate and Institutional Achievement from the
Smithsonian's Copper-Hewitt, National Design Museum. Since 1938, Knoll has been recognized internationally
for creating workplace and residential furnishings that inspire, evolve and endure. Today, our commitment to
modern design, our understanding of the workplace and our dedication to sustainable design has yielded a
unique portfolio of products that respond and adapt to changing needs. Knoll is aligned with the U.S. Green
Building Council and the Canadian Green Building Council and can help companies achieve Leadership in
Energy and Environmental Design LEED® workplace certification. Knoll is the founding sponsor of the World
Monuments Fund Modernism at Risk program.
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